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For Lynn.......

Aries | researching the Biblical meaning

Source: Witness of the stars

Tenths of the south

Aries is the crossing point in Greek Mythology (SV: and nowadays the first sign in the astrological zodiac) | Tribe of
Gad (south) had Aries on their banner as well, in the south he was joined by Reuben-The Man (Aquarius) and
Simeon (Pisces). These tenths of the south resonate with 'chambers of the south' to me as well. 

The points where the two circles (the Ecliptic and the Equator) intersect each other are called the Equinoctial
points. It is the movement of these points (which are now moving from Aries to Pisces) which gives rise to the
term, "the precession of the Equinoxes." 

"The Ram, the Bull, the heavenly Twins, And next the Crab, the Lion shines, The Virgin and the Scales; The
Scorpion, Archer, and Sea-Goat, The Man that carries the Water-pot, And Fish with glittering scales." These signs
have always and everywhere been preserved in this order, and have begun with Aries. They have been known
amongst all nations, and in all ages, thus proving their common origin from one source.

"As I have said, the popular beginning today is with Aries, the Ram. But comparing this Revelation with that which
was afterwards written "in the Volume of the Book," Virgo is the only point where we can intelligently begin, and
Leo is the only point where we can logically conclude. Is not this what is spoken of as the unknown and insoluble
mystery--"The riddle of the Sphinx"? The word "Sphinx" is from to bind closely together. It was therefore designed
to show where the two ends of the Zodiac were to be joined together, and where the great circle of the heavens
begins and ends. The Sphinx is a figure with the head of a woman and the body of a lion! What is this but a never-
ceasing monitor, telling us to begin with Virgo and to end with Leo! In the Zodiac in the Temple of Esneh, in Egypt,
a Sphinx is actually placed between the Signs of Virgo and Leo..". 

After the Revelation came to be written down in the Scriptures, there was not the same need for the preservation
of the Heavenly Volume. And after the nations had lost the original meaning of the pictures, they invented a
meaning out of the vain imagination of the thoughts of their hearts.

Aries cuts the strings of Pisces (representing the church) to the sea monster (formed like DNA, see below)

Chapter III The Sign Pisces (The Fishes) The blessings of the redeemed in abeyance In this third chapter of the
Second Book we come to the results of the Redeemer's work enjoyed, but in connection with conflict, as is seen in
the last of the three sections (the constelation of Andromeda, the chained woman), which leads up to the last
chapter of the book, and ends it in triumph over every enemy. The Sign is pictured as two large fishes bound
together by a Band, the ends of which are fastened separately to their tails. One fish is represented with its head
pointing upwards towards the North Polar Star, the other is shown at right angles, swimming along the line of the
ecliptic, or path of the sun. The ancient Egyptian name, as shown on the Denderah Zodiac, is Pi-cot Orion, or
Pisces Hori, which means the fishes of Him that cometh. The Hebrew name is Dagim, the Fishes, which is closely
connected with multitudes, as in Genesis 48:26, where Jacob blesses Joseph's sons, and says, "Let them grow
into a multitude in the midst of the earth." The margin says, "Let them grow as fishes do increase." It refers to the
fulfilment of Genesis 1:28, "Be fruitful and multiply." The multitude of Abraham's seed is prominent in the
pronouncement of the blessings, where God compared his future posterity to the stars of the sky, and the sand
upon the sea shore. "A very great multitude of fish," as in Ezekiel 47:9. The Syriac name is Nuno, the fish,
lengthened out (as in posterity). The sign, then, speaks of the multitudes who should enjoy the blessings of the
Redeemer's work. And here we must maintain that "the Church," which is "the Body of Christ," was a subject that
was never revealed to man until it was made known to the Apostle Paul by a special revelation. The Holy Spirit



declares (Rom 16:25) that it "was kept secret since the world began." In Ephesians 3:9 he declares that it "from
the beginning of the world hath been hid in God"; and in Colossians 1:26, that it "hath been hid from ages and
from generations, but now is made manifest to His saints." In each scripture which speaks of it as "now made
manifest," or "now made known," it is distinctly stated that it was "a mystery," i.e. a secret, and had, up to that
moment, been hidden from mankind, hidden "in God." How, then, we ask, can "the Church," which was a
subsequent revelation, be read into the previous prophecies, whether written in the Old Testament Scriptures, or
made known in the Heavens? If the Church was revealed in prophecy, then it could not have been said to be
hidden or kept secret. If the first revelation of it was made known to Paul, as he distinctly affirms it was, then it
could not have been revealed before. Unless we see this very clearly, we cannot "rightly divide the word of truth"
(2 Tim 2:15). And if we do not rightly divide the word of truth, in its subjects, and times, and dispensations, we
must inevitably be landed in confusion and darkness, interpreting of the Church, scriptures which belong only to
Israel. The Church, or Body of Christ, is totally distinct from every class of persons who are made the subject of
prophecy. Not that the Church of God was an after-thought. No, it waws a Divine secret, kept as only God Himself
could keep it. The Bible therefore would have been complete (so far as the Old Testament prophecies are
concerned) if the Epistles (which belong only to the Church) were taken out. The Old Testament would then give
us the kingdom prophesied; the Gospels and Acts, the King and the kingdom offered and rejected; then the
Apocalypse would follow, showing how that promised kingdom will yet be set up with Divine judgment, power and
glory. If these Signs and these star-pictures be the results of inspired patriarchs, then this Sign of PISCES can
refer to "His seed," prophesied of in Isaiah 53 "He shall see His seed." It must refer to "The nation whose God is
the LORD, And the people whom He hath chosen for His own inheritance." Psalm 33:12 "Such as be blessed of
Him shall inherit the earth." Psalm 37:22 "The LORD shall increase you more and more, You and your children, Ye
are blessed of the LORD." Psalm 115:14, 15 "Their seed shall be known among the Gentiles. And their offspring
among the people; All that see them shall acknowledge them, That they are the seed which the LORD hath
blessed." Isaiah 61:9 "They are the seed of the blessed of the LORD, And their offspring with them." Isaiah 65:23
The prophecy of this Sign was afterwards written in the words of Isaiah 26:15--the song which shall yet be sung in
the land of Judah: "Thou hast increased the nation, O LORD, Thou hast increased the nation." And in Isaiah 9:3
(RV), speaking of the glorious time when the government shall be upon the shoulder of the coming King: "Thou
hast multiplied the nation, Thou hast increased their joy." Of that longed-for day Jeremiah sings (30:19): "I will
multiply them And they shall not be few; I will also glorify them, And they shall not be small." Ezekiel also is
inspired to say: "I will multiply men upon you, All the house of Israel, even all of it: And the cities shall be inhabited,
And the wastes shall be builded; And I will multiply upon you man and beast, And they shall increase and bring
fruit." Ezekiel 36:10, 11 "Moreover I will make a covenant of peace with them; It shall be an everlasting covenant
with them! And I will place them, and multiply them, And will see My sanctuary in the midst of them for evermore."
Ezekiel 37:26 Indeed, this sign of PISCES has always been interpreted of Israel. Both Jews and Gentiles have
agreed in this. ABARBANEL, a Jewish commentator, writing on Daniel, affirms that the Sign PISCES always refers
to the people of Israel. He gives five reasons for this belief, and also affirms that a conjunciton of the planets
Jupiter and Saturn always betokens a crisis in the affairs of Israel. Because such a conjunction took place in his
day (about 1480 AD) he looked for the coming of Messiah. Certain it is, that when the sun is in PISCES all the
constellations which are considered noxious, are seen above the horizon. What is true in astronomical observation
is true also in historical fact. When God's favour is shown to Israel, "the Jew's enemy" puts forth his malignant
powers. When they increased and multiplied in Egypt, he endeavoured to compass the destruction of the nation
by destroying the male children; but their great Deliverer remembered His covenant, defeated the designs of the
enemy, and brought the counsel of the heathen to nought. So it was in Persia; and so it will yet be again when the
hour of Israel's final deliverance has come. There can be no doubt that we have in this Sign the foreshowing of the
multiplication and blessing of the children of promise, and a token of their coming deliverance from all the power of
the enemy. But why two fishes? and why is one horizontal and the other perpendicular? The answer is, that not
only in Israel, but in the seed of Seth and Shem there were always those who looked for a heavenly portion, and
were "partakers of a heavenly calling." In Hebrews 11 we are distinctly told that Abraham "looked for a city which
hath foundaitons, whose builder and maker is God" (v 10). They were "strangers and pilgrims on the earth" (v 13).
Strangers are those without a home, and pilgrims are those who are journeying home: "they seek a country" (v
14). They desired "a better country, that is, an HEAVENLY: wherefore God is not ashamed to be called their God;
for He hath prepared for them a city" (v 16). It is clear, therefore, that what are called the "Old Testament Saints"
were "partakers of THE HEAVENLY CALLING" (Heb 3:1), which included a heavenly portion and a heavenly
home; and all through the ages there have been "partakers of the heavenly calling." This is quite distinct from the
calling of the Church, which is from both Jews and Gentiles to form "one body," a "new man" in Christ (Eph 2:15).
It must be distinct, for it is expressly stated at the end of that chapter (Heb 11:40) that God has "PROVIDED
(marg. foreseen) SOME BETTER THING FOR US." How can this be a "better thing," if it is the same thing? There
must be two separate things if one is "better" than the other! Our calling in Christ is the "beter thing." The Old
Testament saints had, and will have, a good thing. They will have a heavenly blessing, and a heavenly portion, for
God has "prepared for them a city," and we see that prepared city, even "the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming
down from God out of HEAVEN, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband" (Rev 21:2). This is the "heavenly"
portion of the Old Testament saints, the Bride of Christ. The Church will have a still "better" portion, for "they
without us should not be made perfect" (Heb 11:40). The fish, shooting upwards to the Polar Star, exquisitely
pictures this "heavenly calling"; while the other fish, keeping on the horizontal line, answers to those who were
content with an earthly portion. But both alike were divinely called, and chosen, and upheld. The names of two of



the stars in the sign are Okda (Hebrew), the united, and Al Samaca (Arabic), the upheld. These again speak of the
redeemed seed, of whom, and to whom, Jehovah speaks in that coming day of glory in Isaiah 41:8-10 (RV): "But
thou, Israel, My servant, Jacob, whom I have chosen, The seed of Abraham My friend; Thou whom I have taken
hold of from the ends of the earth, And called thee from the corners thereof, And said unto thee, Thou art My
servant; I have chosen thee, and not cast thee away; Fear thou not, for I am with thee; Be not dismayed, for I am
thy God! I will strengthen thee; Yea, I will help thee; Yea, I will UPHOLD thee with the right hand of My
righteousness." This is the teaching of the Sign; and the first constellation takes up this thought and emphasises
it. 1. THE BAND The redeemed bound, but binding their enemy The band that unites these two fishes has always
formed a separate constellation.The Arabian poems of ANTARAH frequently mention it as distinct from the Sign
with which it is so closely connected. ANTARAH was an Arabian poet of the sixth century. Its ancient Egyptian
name was U-or, which means He cometh. Its Arabic name is Al Risha, the band, or bridle. It speaks of the Coming
One, not in His relation to Himself, or to His enemies, but in His relation to the Redeemed. It speaks of Him who
says: "I drew them with cords of a man, With bands of love; And I was to them as they that take off the yoke on
their jaws." Hosea 11:4, RV But it speaks also of His unloosing the bands with which they have been so long
bound. One end of the band is fastened securely round the tail of one fish, and it is the same with the other.
Moreover, this band is fastened to the neck of Cetus, the sea monster, while immediately above is seen a woman
chained as a captive. These both tell the same story, and, indeed, all are required to set forth the whole truth. The
fishes are bound to Cetus; the woman (Andromeda) is chained; but the Deliverer of both is near. Cepheus, the
Crowned King, the Redeemer, "the Breaker," the Branch, is seen coming quickly for the deliverance of His
redeemed. These are the three constellations of this sign, and all three are required to set forth the story. Israel
now is bound. The great enemy still oppresses, but deliverance is sure. ARIES, the Ram, is seen with his paws on
this band, as though about to loosen the bands and set the captives free, and to fast bind their great oppressor. 

Of the ram and lamb  | Sun in Aries at the Exodus

This rejoicing connected with the Lamb shines faintly through the heathen perversions and myths: for
HERODOTUS tells us how the ancient Egyptians, once a year, when it opened by the entrance of the sun into
ARIES (TAURUS then marked the Spring Equinox), slew a Ram, at the festival of Jupiter Ammon; branches were
placed over the doors, the Ram was garlanded with wreaths of flowers and carried in procession. Now the sun
entered ARIES on the 14th of the Jewish month Nisan, and another lamb was then ordered to be slain, even "the
LORD's passover"--the type of that Lamb that should in the fulness of time be offered without blemish and without
spot. Owing to the precession of the equinoxes, the sun, at the time of the Exodus, had receded into this sign of
ARIES, which then marked the Spring Equinox. But by the time that the antitype--the Lamb of God, was slain, the
sun had still further receded, and on the 14th of Nisan, in the year of the Crucifixion, stood at the very spot marked
by the stars a, El Nath, the pierced, the wounded or slain, and b, Al Sheratan, the bruised or wounded! God so
ordained "the times and seasons" that during that noon-day darkness the sun was seen near those stars which
had spoken for so many centuries of this bruising of the woman's Seed--the Lamb of God. 

The bride enthroned

1. CASSIOPEIA (The Enthroned Woman) The captive delivered, and preparing for her Husband, the Redeemer In
the last chapter we saw the woman bound; here we see the same woman freed, delivered, and
enthroned. ULUGH BEY says its Arabic name is El Seder, which means the freed. In the Denderah Zodiac her
name is Set, which means set, set up as Queen. ALBUMAZER says this constellation was anciently called "the
daughter of splendour." This appears to be the meaning of the word Cassiopeia, the enthroned, the beautiful. The
Arabic name is Ruchba, the enthroned This is also the meaning of its Chaldee name, Dat al cursa. There are 55
stars in this constellation, of which five are of the 3rd magnitude, five of the 4th, etc.This beautiful constellation
passes vertically over Great Britain every day, and is easily distinguished by its five brightest stars, forming an
irregular "W." 

She is indeed highly exalted, and making herself ready. Her hands, no longer bound, are engaged in this happy
work. With her right hand she is arranging her robes, while with her left she is adorning her hair. She is seated
upon the Arctic circle, and close by the side of Cepheus, the King. This is "the Bride, the Lamb's wife, the
heavenly city, the new Jerusalem," the "partakers of the heavenly calling." 

Maps from 1693 | Aries cutting the strings of pisces



Aries in astrology

Aries (

♈♈

) /ˈɛəriːz/ (meaning "ram") is the first astrological sign in the zodiac, spanning the first 30 degrees
of celestial longitude (0°≤ λ<30°). Under the tropical zodiac, the Sun transits this sign mostly between March 21
and April 20 each year. This time duration is exactly the first month of Solar Hejri calendar (Farvardin). The symbol
of the ram is based on the Chrysomallus, the flying ram that provided the Golden Fleece.[2]

According to the tropical system of astrology, the Sun enters the sign of Aries when it reaches the northern vernal
equinox, which occurs around March 21. Because the Earth takes approximately 365.25 days to go around the
Sun, the precise time of the equinox is not the same each year, and generally will occur about 6 hours later each
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year, with a jump of a day (backwards) on leap years. Since 1900 the vernal equinox date has ranged from March
20 at 08h (2000) GMT to March 21 at 19h (1903) GMT.[3]March 19 at 23:20 will occur in 2044 UT1.[1]

Individuals born between these dates, depending on which system of astrology they subscribe to, may be
called Arians or Ariens.[4]

Aries is the first fire sign in the zodiac, the other fire signs being Leo and Sagittarius.
In contrast, under the sidereal zodiac, the sun currently transits Aries from April 15 to May 14 (approximately).

Summary [ edit ]

In western astrology, Aries is a sign of initiative; a leader, with bravery, and the autonomy required to commence.
Uncomfortable with inaction, Aries is the Cardinal sign of Fire, and thus is the zodiac of drive. Ruled by
Mars, Aries is strongly autonomous, and can be headstrong and crass, sometimes showing an impulsive or
reckless approach to issues. With the Ram as their standard, Aries tends toward obstinate and self-seeking.
Jaunty and self-supporting, Aries is capable of independence. This quality may encourage others to emulate—but
Aries is unlikely to pause for supporters. When Aries is found in a chart, there is enthusiasm and decisiveness.[5]

Some notes on the multifold transformed and incorporated into Aries (called discarded) bee turned fly just above
Aries....there must be a story there :-)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musca_Borealis

Musca Borealis (Latin for northern fly) was a constellation, now discarded, located between the
constellations of Aries and Perseus.[1] It was originally called Apes(plural of Apis, Latin for bee) by Petrus
Plancius when he created it in 1612. It was made up of a small group of stars, now called 33 Arietis, 35
Arietis, 39 Arietis, and 41 Arietis,[2] in the north of the constellation of Aries.
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The brightest star is now known as 41 Arietis. At magnitude 3.63, it is a blue-white main sequence star of
spectral type B8V around 166 light-years distant.[3] 39 Arietis is an orange giant star of magnitude 4.51
and spectral type K1.5III that is around 171 light-years distant.[4]

The constellation was renamed Vespa(SV:wasp) by Jakob Bartsch in 1624. The renaming by Bartsch
may have been intended to avoid confusion with another constellation, created by Plancius in 1598, that
was called Apis by Bayer in 1603. Plancius called this earlier constellation Muia (Greek for fly) in 1612,
and it had been called Musca (Latin for fly) by Blaeu in 1602, although Bayer was evidently unaware of
this.[5]

In 1679 Augustin Royer used these stars for his constellation Lilium (the Lily, representing the fleur-de-
lis and in honour of his patron, King Louis XIV).[6]

It was first described as "Musca" by Hevelius in his catalogue of 1690. Subsequent astronomers renamed
it into "Musca Borealis", to distinguish it from the southern fly, Musca Australis.
This constellation is no longer in use; the stars it contained are now included in Aries. The Southern Fly,
Musca Australis, is now simply known as Musca.

Transformed bee
(Source) 

This abandoned constellation, which lay in the northern part of present-day Aries, has a confusing history.
It was introduced on a globe of 1612 by the Dutchman Petrus Plancius under the name Apes, the Bee. He
created it from four of Ptolemy’s unformed stars which were described in the Almagest as lying ‘over the
rump’ of Aries. The German astronomer Jacob Bartsch altered its name to Vespa, the Wasp, on his map
of 1624, but retained the name Apes in his accompanying text.

Johannes Hevelius changed the type of insect altogether when he renamed it Musca, the fly, on his
Firmamentum Sobiescianum atlas of 1687. This was confusing, since there already was a Musca in the
southern hemisphere, created almost a century earlier from the observations of Keyser and de Houtman.
Hevelius did not list his northern Musca as a separate constellation in his catalogue, but retained its four
stars under Aries. We now know them as 33, 35, 39, and 41 Arietis. Johann Bode showed Musca on his
Uranographia atlas, but within the borders of Aries (below).

The constellation later became known as Musca Borealis, the northern fly, to distinguish it from its
southern namesake. This longer name seems to have first appeared on Alexander Jamieson’s Celestial
Atlas of 1822 (Plate 13). Eventually, the northern fly was swatted by astronomers, although the southern
Musca remains.

To add to the confusion, the same stars were used by the Frenchman Ignace-Gaston Pardies (1636–73)
to form Lilium, the fleur-de-lis of France (see lower illustration). This appeared in an atlas entitled Globi
coelestis in tabulas planas redacti descriptio published in 1674, the year after his death (with a second
edition in 1693), but was a very short-lived addition to the sky.
The four stars of Musca became Lilium, the fleur-de-lis, in an atlas published in 1674 by the French
scientist Ignace-Gaston Pardies (above). Pardies did not label the constellation, though. The name Lilium
first seems to have appeared five years later in a chart and catalogue called Cartes du Ciel published by
another Frenchman, Augustin Royer, although he made the lily much bigger and increased its number of
stars to seven.
Bee turned fleur-de-lis turned fly
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Musca Wiki

Musca (Latin for "the fly") is a small constellation in the deep southern sky. It was one of 12 constellations
created by Petrus Plancius from the observations of Pieter Dirkszoon Keyser and Frederick de Houtman,
and it first appeared on a celestial globe 35 cm (14 in) in diameter published in 1597 (or 1598) in
Amsterdam by Plancius and Jodocus Hondius. The first depiction of this constellation in a celestial
atlas was in Johann Bayer's Uranometria of 1603. It was also known as Apis (Latin for "the bee") for 200
years. Musca remains below the horizon for most Northern Hemisphere observers.
Many of the constellation's brighter stars are members of the Scorpius–Centaurus Association, a loose
group of hot blue-white stars that appears to share a common origin and motion across the Milky Way.
These include Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Zeta2 and (probably) Eta Muscae, as well as HD 100546, a blue-
white Herbig Ae/Be star that is surrounded by a complex debris disk containing a large planet or brown
dwarf and possible protoplanet. Two further star systems have been found to have planets. The
constellation also contains two cepheid variables visible to the naked eye. Theta Muscae is a triple star
system, the brightest member of which is a Wolf–Rayet star.
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Musca (as Apis) can be seen in the upper
right of this extract from Bayer's Uranometriaof
1603
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History [ edit ]

Musca was one of the 12 constellations established by the
Dutch astronomer Petrus Plancius from the observations of
the southern sky by the Dutch explorers Pieter Dirkszoon
Keyser and Frederick de Houtman, who had sailed on the
first Dutch trading expedition, known as the Eerste
Schipvaart, to the East Indies. De Houtman included it in
his southern star catalogue in 1598 under the Dutch
name De Vlieghe, "The Fly".[2] They assigned four stars to
the constellation, with a star that would be later designated
as Beta Muscae marking the head, Gamma the body, and
Alpha and Delta the left and right wings, respectively.[3] It
first appeared on a 35-cm-diameter (14-in) celestial
globe published in 1598 in Amsterdam by Plancius with
Jodocus Hondius, though was unnamed.[4]The first
depiction of this constellation in a celestial atlas was in the
German cartographer Johann Bayer's Uranometria of
1603,[5] though Bayer termed it Apis— "the Bee", a name
by which it was known for the next two centuries. A 1603
celestial globe by Willem Blaeu depicts it as providing
nourishment for the nearby constellation Chamaeleon—its
tongue trying to catch the insect.[4]

The French explorer and astronomer Nicolas Louis de
Lacaille called it la Mouche on the 1756 version of his planisphere of the southern skies. Jean
Fortin retained the French name in 1776 for his Atlas Céleste, while Lacaille latinised the name for his
revised Coelum Australe Stelliferum in 1763.[6] Lacaille renamed it to Musca Australis, the Southern Fly
—Australis, since it counterparted the now discarded constellation of Musca Borealis composed of a few
stars in Aries, and to avoid confusion with Apus. Today, the name is simply Musca.[7] It is the only official
constellation depicting an insect.[8]

The Kalapalo people of Mato Grosso state in Brazil called Alpha and Beta Muscae (along
with Beta and Kappa Crucis) Kutsu anangagï "Ornate Hawk-Eagle's double flutes".[9] The Wardaman
people of the Northern Territory in Australia perceived the main stars of Musca as a ceremonial
boomerang, part of the Central Arena—a sacred area surrounding the constellation Crux that depicts the
lightning creation beings and where they teach Wardaman customs; Alpha and Beta also signified a
ceremonial headband, while Gamma and Delta represented two armbands.[10] In central Australia,
the Arrernte and Luritja peoples living in on a mission in Hermannsburgviewed the sky as divided between
them, east of the Milky Way representing Arrernte camps and west denoting Luritja camps. The stars of
Musca, along with Fomalhaut, Alpha Pavonis, and Alpha and Beta Gruis, were all claimed by the
Arrernte.[11]

Characteristics [ edit ]

Musca is bordered by Crux to the north, Carina to the west, Chamaeleon to the
south, Apus and Circinus to the east, and Centaurus to the northeast. Covering 138 square degrees and
0.335% of the night sky, it ranks 77th of the 88 constellations in size.[12]The three-letter abbreviation for
the constellation, as adopted by the International Astronomical Union in 1922, is 'Mus'.[13] The official
constellation boundaries, as set by Eugène Delporte in 1930, are defined by a polygon of six segments. In
the equatorial coordinate system, the right ascension coordinates of these borders lie between
11h 19.3m and 13h 51.1m, while the declination coordinates are between −64.64° and −75.68°.[1] The
whole constellation is visible to observers south of latitude 14°N.[14][a]
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Source on celestial bees

Bees in the Bible

Bee [N] [S]
First mentioned in Deuteronomy 1:44 . Swarms of bees, and the danger of their attacks, are mentioned
inPsalms 118:12 . Samson found a "swarm of bees" in the carcass of a lion he had slain (Judg. 14:8 ). Wild
bees are described as laying up honey in woods and in clefts of rocks ( Deuteronomy 32:13 ; Psalms
81:16). In Isaiah 7:18 the "fly" and the "bee" are personifications of the Egyptians and Assyrians, the
inveterate enemies of Israel.

Then, to the prophetic nuggets:

Woman: judgement at the gate:

Deborah I Bee
= H1683 = prophetess 
= H1682 = bee...as pertaining to motion...systematic instincts
= H1696 = speaks warning

Lapidoth = Deborah's husband
= H3941 = torches
= H3940 = torch = Lamp = Word of God 
= Deborah's Husband = Word of God

More Word Connections...Deborah's Location/Calling

...Lived under palm tree...

...Deborah's Location...
= located in an environment...having opposing characteristics...between...

...Ramah... 
= H7414 = hill
= H7413 = place of idolatry/false worship/world

...and...

...Bethel...
= H1008 = House of God/true worship =where Holy Spirit resides

...in Mt. Ephraim = Gate of Jerusalem
= H6509 = "ash heap"=richer soil =where growth is 2x more fruitful
= "Bethlehem" = birth of Christ 2× sign

...Deborah's Calling...

...(Why a Woman?)...Deborah could judge=H8198=discern ...because her husband = Lapidoth = Word of God

Honey connecting to doves and (in-)corruptability, overcoming our spiritual enemy, the 'roaring lion' and
dying to self

(deborah). (1:44; Judges 14:8; Psalms 118:12; Isaiah 7:18) Bees abounded in Palestine, honey being a common
article of food (Psalms 81:16) and was often found in the clefts of rocks and in hollow trees. (1 Samuel 14:25,27)
English naturalists know little of the species of bees that are found in Palestine, but are inclined tn believe that the
honey-bee of Palestine is distinct from the honey-bee (Apis mellifica) of this country. The passage in (Isaiah 7:18)
refers "to the custom of the people in the East of calling attention to any one by a significant hiss or rather hist ."
We read, (Judges 14:8) that "after a time," probably many days, Samson returned to the carcass of the lion he had
slain, and saw bees and honey therein. "If any one here represents to himself a corrupt and putrid carcass, the
occurrence ceases to have any true similitude, for it is well known that in these countries, at certain seasons of the
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year, the heat will in the course of twenty-four hours completely dry up the moisture of dead camels, and that,
without their undergoing decomposition their bodies long remain like mummies, unaltered and entirely free from
offensive odor."--Edmann .

Although the bee is so small an animal, it is very well known; and many learned men have spent a great deal of
time in observing it, and have written many very curious things about it. They tell us that there is in every hive a
queen, larger than the rest, whom they all follow and obey; and that if she dies or is carried away, they all leave
their work and unless the queen is restored or another one provided, they refuse to eat, and soon die. Only one
queen is allowed in a hive at a time. She does not go out to gather honey, but those who attend upon her bring to
her cell as much as she wants.

It is very pleasant to watch the bees at their work, for they are quite as busy as the ants, and as they are so much
larger, it is more easy to see what they are doing. Every thing about them seems curious and beautiful; their
waxen cells, their manner of gathering honey and storing it up, their neatness and order, all are admirable. They
are perfectly harmless when left to themselves; but if they are attacked, they fly around the person who disturbs
them, in great numbers, and sometimes sting him very severely. David once said of his enemies, "They
compassed me about like bees."

Honey is often spoken of in the Bible. When Jacob wished his sons to go down into Egypt a second time to buy
food, he said to them, "Take of the best fruits of the land in your vessels, and carry down the man (Joseph) a
present; a little balm and a little honey, spices and myrrh, nuts and almonds." God told the children of Israel that
he would give them "a land flowing with milk and honey," meaning one that was beautiful and fertile, producing
abundantly every thing that would be needed for their comfort. When David had been obliged to flee from
Jerusalem to escape his wicked son Absalom, he was in great want of provisions for himself and his followers.
After a long and fatiguing march he reached a certain city; and there three rich men who were friendly to him, sent
"wheat, and barley, and flour, and parched corn, and beans, and honey, and butter, and sheep, and cheese,"
besides beds for them to rest on; for they said, The people is hungry, and wary, and thirsty in the wilderness."

Perhaps no man ever loved the commandments of God more truly than king David. He says in the Psalms, "How
sweet are thy words unto my taste! yea, sweeter than honey to my mouth!" and again he says of God's judgments,
"More are they to be desired than gold, yea, than much fine gold; sweeter also than honey and the honey-comb."

In the clefts of the rock - where Solomon's doves are hidden (Deuteronomy 32:13; Psalm 81:16).

Besides the bees that live in hives, there are many called wild bees, which live in the woods, and put their honey
in the clefts of rocks, or in old trees and other similar places. In the fourteenth chapter of Judges Jud 14 you will
find this story: There was a very strong man named Samson, and once when he was travelling by himself in a
lonely place, a young lion came roaring along in the very path where he was going. Would you not have been
afraid? I suppose Samson was, at first, for the lion was very strong and very hungry, and Samson had nothing in
his hand to kill him with. But God gave him strength, and when the lion came up, Samson caught hold of him and
tore him in pieces, as you would tear a piece of cloth. Then he left him dead on the ground. Sometime after he
came back the same way, and thought he would look after the lion that he had killed. He soon found the skeleton,
that is, the dry bones without any flesh on them; and when he looked at the parts of the dead lion he found that a
swarm of bees had been there, and laid up a great plenty of honey. So he took some of it in his hands to eat as he
went along.

Easton's Bible Dictionary
In Isaiah 7:18 the "fly" and the "bee" are personifications of the Egyptians and Assyrians, the inveterate enemies
of Israel.

Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary
1. (p. p) of Be; -- used for been.

2. (n.) An insect of the order Hymenoptera, and family Apidae (the honeybees), or family Andrenidae (the
solitary bees.) See Honeybee.

3. (n.) A neighborly gathering of people who engage in united labor for the benefit of an individual or family; as, a
quilting bee; a husking bee; a raising bee.

4. (n.) Pieces of hard wood bolted to the sides of the bowsprit, to reeve the fore-topmast stays through; -- called
also bee blocks.

International Standard Bible Encyclopedia
BEE- be (debhorah; compare Arabic dabr, "a swarm of bees," also Arabic debbur, "a wasp," said to be a
corruption of zunbur, "a wasp"; all are apparently from the Hebrew dabhar, "to speak," "arrange," "lead," "follow,"



or from Arabic dabara, "follow" (compare Arabic dabbara, "arrange"), though the connection in meaning is not
apparent): Honey is mentioned many times in the Bible, especially in the Old Testament, but the word "bee"
occurs only four times, and only one of the four times in connection with honey in the story of Samson (Judges
14:8). Both wild and domesticated bees are found today in Palestine, but it is not clear that bees were kept in Bible
times, although it would seem very probable. The frequently recurring phrase, "a land flowing with milk and
honey," certainly suggests that the honey as well as the milk is a domestic product.  In the passage already cited it
is related that Samson found a swarm of bees and honey in the carcass of the lion which he had killed on his
previous visit. We are not told how much time had intervened, but it does not take long in the dry climate of
Palestine for scavenging beasts and insects to strip the flesh from the bones and make the skeleton a possible
home for a swarm of bees. The other three passages refer to the offensive power of bees. In Deuteronomy 1:44,
in the speech of Moses he says, "The Amorites chased you, as bees do"; in Psalm 118:12, the psalmist says,
"They compassed me about like bees"; in Isaiah 7:18, the bee is the type of the chastisement that the Lord will
bring from the land of Assyria.

Honey of everlasting life

Spurgeon on Samson's overcoming typology and the honey of everlasting life

Source
"To me, the comparison seems wonderfully apt and suggestive! I see our triumphant Lord laden with
sweetness, holding it forth to all His Brothers and Sisters, and inviting them to share in His joy. But, Beloved, it is
written, "As He is, so are we, also, in this world." All that are true Christians are, in a measure, like the Christ
whose name they bear—and it is to His image that we are finally to be conformed. When He shall appear, we shall
be like He, for we shall see Him as He is. And, meanwhile, in proportion as we see Him, now, "we are changed
into the same image, from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord."

"With the honey in his hands, which he continues to feast upon, he displays the heavenly sweetness to all
that are round about him, saying, "O taste and see that the Lord is good! blessed is the man that trusts in
Him." I have before now met with that popular artist, Gustave Dore, [1832-1883] and suggested subjects
to him. Had he survived among us, and had another opportunity occurred, I would have pressed him to
execute a statue of Samson handing out the honey—strength distributing sweetness!"

"Helped by the Spirit of God, the Believer's victory will be complete! The lion shall not be driven away, but
torn in pieces. Girt with the Spirit's power, our victory shall be as easy as it will be perfect—Samson tore
the lion as though it were a little lamb, or a kid of the goats. Well said Paul, "I can do all things through
Christ that strengthens me." Sin is soon overcome, temptations are readily refused, affliction is joyfully
borne, persecution is gladly endured when the Spirit of Glory and of Peace rests upon us! With God all
things are possible and as the Believer is with God, it comes to pass that all things are possible to him that
believes!"

"As soon as we have tasted the honey of forgiven sin and perceived the bliss that God has laid up for His
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people in Christ Jesus, we feel it to be both our duty and our privilege to communicate the good news to
others. Here let my ideal statue stand in our midst—the strong man, conqueror of the lion—holding forth
his hands full of honey to his parents. We are to be modeled according to this fashion."

Taste to see - to be(e) or not to be(e) partaking of his grace

"But then Samson did another thing and every true Believer should do it, too—he did not merely tell his
parents about the honey, but he took them some of it. I do not read, "And he told his father and mother of
the honey," but I read, "and he took some in his hands." Nothing is so powerful as an exhibition of Grace,
itself, to others. Do not talk about it, but carry it in your hands! "I cannot do that," says one. Yes, you can,
by your life, your temper, your spirit, your whole being! If your hands serve God, if your heart serves God,
if your face beams with joy in the service of God, you will carry Grace wherever you go and those who see
you will perceive it! You will hardly have need to say, "Come and partake of Grace," for the Grace of God
in you will be its own invitation and attraction! Let our lives be full of Christ and we shall preach Christ! A
holy life is the best of sermons! Soul-winning is worked by a winning life more surely than by winning
words."

Samson's riddle in the vineyard of Timnah I Point on the border of the tribe of Judah

Timnah [N] [H] [S] a portion.
A town of Judah ( Joshua 15:10 ). The Philistines took possession of it in the days of Ahaz ( 2 Chronicles

28:18 ). It was about 20 miles west of Jerusalem. It has been identified with Timnatha of Dan ( Joshua 19:43 ),
and also with Timnath (Judg. Joshua 14:1 Joshua 14:5 ).

A city in the mountains of Judah (Josh.15:57)= Tibna near Jeba'.

A "duke" or sheik of Edom ( Genesis 36:40 ).

Timnah is mentioned in Genesis 38  in the context of the story of Tamar [9] and in Judges 14  in
the Samson saga. Samson goes to Timnah in order to find a wife. On his way there, he rends a lion.
Samson marries a "girl of the Philistines" from Timnah. Samson poses a riddle for the men of Timnah,
which they are only able to resolve following the intervention of his wife. [10]

In Joshua 15:10 , the city is mentioned as a point on the border of the Tribe of Judah. Judges
14:5 refers to Timnah's vineyards.

Samson's riddle unriddled!
(Charles Spurgeon)

"As they approached the vineyards of Timnah, suddenly a young lion came roaring toward Samson. The Spirit of
the LORD came upon him in power so that he tore the lion apart with his bare hands as he might have torn a
young goat. Some time later, he turned aside to look at the lion's carcass. In it was a swarm of bees and some
honey, which he scooped out with his hands and ate as he went along." Judges 14
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Conflicts come to us when we are least prepared for them. Samson was walking in the vineyards of Timnath,
thinking of anything but lions, and "Suddenly," says the Scripture, "a young lion came roaring toward him!" Fresh
and furious, a young lion is the worst kind of beast that a man can meet with. Let us expect, as followers of Christ,
to meet with strong temptations, fierce persecutions, and severe trials, which will lead to stern conflicts.

What a type we have here of our Divine Lord and Master, Jesus, the conqueror of death and Hell. He has
destroyed the lion that roared upon us and upon Him. To me, the comparison seems wonderfully apt and
suggestive. I see our triumphant Lord laden with sweetness, holding it forth to all His brethren--that we may have
our lives sweetened and our hearts filled with joy.

All this is clear to the eye of faith, which unriddles the riddle. Alas, when under deep depression, the mind forgets
all this, and is only conscious of its unutterable misery--the man sees the lion, but not the honey in its carcass. But
faith finds honey in the lion!

"This riddle may be an emblem of those sweet blessings of grace which come to the people of Christ through His
having destroyed Satan the roaring lion, and all his works." (John Gill)

"This riddle may be viewed as referring to the blessed results of affliction to the Lord's children." (Arthur Pink) 

"Temptations, when we meet them at first, are as the lion that roared upon Samson. But if we overcome them, the
next time we see them, we shall find a nest of honey within them!" (John Bunyan)

Samson's riddle I Applications and summary of our sanctifying and purifying travails/travels
Source

"The afflictions of the righteous are not only powerless to harm, but they are made profitable. Thus they cannot be
without the grace of God. If there were no honey in the carcass of the lion, there could not come “meat” and
“sweetness” out of it. But through the death of Christ, grace comes to the believer in his time of trial, and it is
because of this that “tribulation worketh patience, and patience experience, and experience hope.” Because of
this, instead of being scared by tribulation on account of the pain it causes, he glories in it on account of the good
fruit it produces. It yields to him “meat” and “sweetness” to which, without affliction, he would have been an utter
stranger."

(3) The riddle points to the death of the saints. How often, when looking forward to it, does it seem to be an “eater”
ready to devour, and a “strong” one before whom all shall be laid low? An “eater,” verily, is death if armed with sin
as its “sting”; and “strong” is the “eater,” for its power shall bring all the Christless down into the depths of an
eternal Hell. Ah, friend, if you are away from the Cross of Christ you have no right to be aught else than afraid
before it. But if you, with the eye of faith, see death deprived of its sting by the death of the Cross, and can grasp
Him who “died and rose again” with the hand of faith, then you may expect to taste ineffable sweetness in the
result of your dying. For what does death yield to the believer?

1. An end to all the troubles of this life. These often were felt to be downing floods, as they went down into them,
and seemed to be a sea without a further shore. To their eyes there seemed to be a haze on the horizon, towards
which their gaze was directed, which made it impossible for them to discern aught but sea. They often feared that
the time would never come, in which to them there shall be “no more sea.” But passing through death the believer
passes beyond the reach of all the trials of this life. Nothing does he carry with him that can disturb, and none to
trouble him shall either accompany or follow him.

2. In death there shall be a final end of all sin. It is not by his own death that sin shall be annihilated in the soul of
the believer, but in his dying, the Lord's sanctifying power shall pass through all his being, consuming into utter
extinction all sin, till the soul, perfectly conformed to the image of Christ, shall pass into a region in which there
shall be no temptation, and where God, in the unchangeableness of His love, in the glory of His holiness, and in
the omnipotence of His power, shall compass him to preserve him in the beauty of His own likeness, and in the
bliss of His own fellowship for evermore. You need not shrink, believer, from parting with the body of dust that is on
you, for you shall, at the same moment, part with the body of death that is in you. O what shall it be to emerge out
of the wearying and wearied body with an understanding in which there shall no more be darkness, a will that
never shall for a moment, or in the least degree, decline from the of God, a conscience which shall be for
evermore under the full sunshine of God's manifested favour, a memory that shall recall aught that it shall not be
joy to remember, and a heart in which perfect love to God shall sway every spring of action, and whose every
desire shall be filled with the expressed love and with the outshining glory of Jehovah! Let the living body become
a carcass if this sweetness is to follow the dying.

3. To pass through death is to enjoy all the sweetness of the home-rest, of the temple-worship, and of the palace-
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glory of Heaven. What home-rest it shall be to be near to the Man Christ Jesus, the Lamb who was slain, the good
Shepherd who graciously tended His flock throughout all the wilderness way, and to have nothing within or near
that can mar the joy of this fellowship! How perfected love will then go forth, fervently and adoringly, in a service in
which there can be no shortcoming, as it is attracted by the glory that shall shine on it forever from “the throne of
God and of the Lamb”! And what eternal wonder shall fill thy soul, believer, as thou find thyself at home amidst the
glory of the Father's house—a palace adapted to the presence of Jehovah on His eternal throne.

Application 1. Let all remember that death has to be encountered, either as it meets those who are in the Lord, or
as armed with the sting of sin, and clothed with all the terrors of the curse. If you are not in Christ, death will be as
the living lion roaring for his prey to you. How fearful a meeting that of a weak, guilty, filthy sinner with an accursed
death, whose work is utter destruction, and through an experience of which the Christless pass “into everlasting
punishment.” Right before you is such a death if you are without true faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. Not more
surely did the roaring lion meet Samson than what is unspeakably more awful shall be met by you, if you still
continue to move as you have been moving in the past, for, “he that believeth not shall not see life, but the wrath
of God abideth on him.”

Application 2. Look through Samson's conflict with the lion to Christ's conflict with death. Like Samson, He is all
alone. It was well for Samson's friends that he was all alone when the “young lion roared against him,” for it was
his being alone which secured benefit to them. He went before them, and he went aside from them, and won the
victory all alone; and therefore he went before them and with them, and carried to them the fruits of his
triumph. Thus acts Christ in relation to His friends. All alone as their Substitute, He met and “destroyed him that
had the power of death,” that “out of the slain eater might come meat” to them, and out of the conquered “strong”
might come “sweetness” to them. He has left only a slain lion to look at when in faith you forecast the death that
awaits you in Him; and because of His having triumphed over “the strong man,” there are both “meat” and
“sweetness” to be found, as well as rest before you. But you will attain to this only as He is with you, and as He, by
His Spirit, applies to you the word of His grace. His parents needed the presence of a living Samson, as well as
the triumph of a Samson who had risked his life. You need the power of a living Christ to apply to you what the
slain Christ secured for you. O is He not “all in all”?

Application 3. Do not expect to know the mystery of the Cross without the teaching of the Spirit of Christ. None
could solve his riddle but Samson himself. None can open your understanding to understand the doctrine of the
Cross but the Holy One, who has the unction which enables one to “know all things.” Let your cry be to Him for the
opening of your eyes. Beware of a Delilah's deceit, but learn a lesson of importunity from her, as she persistently
urged Samson to disclose to her his secret. Christ has no reason for hiding the truth from any who desire to know
it; and surely He has encouraged you to ask the saving knowledge of the truth when He says, “Turn ye at My
reproof; I will pour out My Spirit on you, I will make known My words unto you.”—John Kennedy, preached about
1880. He was one of the spiritual giants of the Highlands of Scotland, in whose pulpit C. H. Spurgeon preached. 

Samson’s Riddle Chonology

Samson’s Riddle
Source

Scripture Passage:  Judges 14:1-20

INTRODUCTION: Samson is generally considered to be a man of great strength, but this lesson magnifies his
great weakness. This proves the point of Psalm 39:5 where it says, “verily every man at his best state is altogether
vanity.” The strength of Samson proves to be his weakness. As indicated by Psalm 39:5, this is true of “every
man.”

I. SAMSON DEMANDS A WIFE FROM TIMNATH (Judges 14:1-4)

A. Samson Goes Down to Timnath (Judges 14:1).

1. Timnath is down in direction (cp. Genesis 12:10; Isaiah 31:1).

2. Timnath is a border town originally given to Judah (Joshua 15:10). Application: Samson
was certainly a man who liked to dwell on the border or edge of right and wrong.

3. Timnath is at this time a city of the Philistines.

4. NOTE: The Philistines were a people of the coastal region of southern Palestine. For a
long time, they were the enemy of Israel that could not be entirely disposed of.  Samson
only begins to deliver Israel out of the hand of the Philistines (Judges 13:5). They were
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characterized by

a. Their pride (Zechariah 9:6)

b. Their vengeful heart (Ezekiel 25:15)

c. Their occultism (Isaiah 2:6)

B. Samson Chooses a Wife (Judges 14:2-3).

1. He chooses according to outward appearance (Judges 14:2); “I have seen.”

2. He chooses against wise counsel (Judges 14:3).

3. He chooses according to personal lust and desire (Judges 14:3); “she pleaseth me well.”

C. God Prepares a Conflict (Judges 14:4).

1. It is of the Lord (cp. Genesis 50:20). Note: The Lord works in mysterious ways from time to
time. Sometimes He does things with which we would not necessarily agree, but we have
to come back to the truth of Genesis 18:25, “Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?”

2. The conflict will be between Samson and the Philistines.

II. SAMSON KILLS A LION IN HIS TRAVELS (Judges 14:5-9)

A. Samson Takes His Parents to Timnath (Judges 14:5-7).

1. A young lion comes against him (Judges 14:5).

a. In the vineyards of Timnath

b. Out of sight of his parents

2. He kills the young lion (Judges 14:6).

a. By the Spirit of the Lord

b. As he would have rent a kid

c. With his own hands

d. Without telling his parents

3. He talks with the woman (Judges 14:7).

a. She pleases him well.

b. Unlike many situations in the Old Testament, neither family seems to be really
involved in the relationship between Samson and this woman.

B. Samson Returns to Timnath (Judges 14:8-9).

1. He finds honey in the carcass of the lion (Judges 14:8).

2. He eats the honey and gives to his parents (Judges 14:9).

III. SAMSON TELLS A RIDDLE AT THE WEDDING FEAST (Judges 14:10-14)

A. Samson Makes a Feast for the Wedding (Judges 14:10-11).

1. When his father came down to settle the marriage (Judges 14:10)

2. With thirty companions to be with him (Judges 14:11)

B. Samson Tells a Riddle at the Feast (Judges 14:12-14).
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1. The prize for answering the riddle (Judges 14:12)

2. The forfeit for not answering the riddle (Judges 14:13)

3. The content of the riddle (Judges 14:14)

a. Out of the eater came forth meat.

b. Out of the strong came forth sweetness.

4. NOTE: This is a good example of the danger of gambling. Samson thinks he has a sure
bet and therefore risks thirty changes of clothing. When he loses, he kills thirty men and
steals their garments. Although God has His purpose for letting this happen, nothing
humanly good comes from it.

IV. SAMSON’S WIFE DISCOVERS THE RIDDLE (Judges 14:15-18)

A. The Men Threaten Samson’s Wife (Judges 14:15).

1. Entice thy husband.

2. Declare unto us the riddle.

3. Or we will burn you and your father’s house.

4. “Have ye called us to take that we have?”

5. Evidently, they are not willing to lose the bet either and are willing to cheat to win.
Gambling brings many other things with it. It does not stop with gambling.

B. Samson’s Wife Discovers the Riddle (Judges 14:16-17).

1. She uses her emotions to weaken Samson (Judges 14:16-17).

a. She accuses Samson of hating her (Judges 14:16).

b. She cries for seven days (Judges 14:17).

2. Samson gives in to her emotion (Judges 14:17).

a. He finally tells her on the seventh day.

b. Because she lay sore upon him

3. She tells the riddle to her people (Judges 14:17).

C. The Men Give the Answer to the Riddle (Judges 14:18).

1. The answer to the riddle

a. What is sweeter than honey?

b. What is stronger than a lion?

2. Samson’s response

a. If ye had not plowed with my heifer

b. Ye had not found out my riddle.

V. SAMSON KILLS THIRTY MEN FOR THEIR GARMENTS (Judges 14:19-20)

A. The Spirit of the Lord Comes on Samson (Judges 14:19).

1. He goes down to Ashkelon.

2. He slays thirty men of them and takes their spoil.
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3. He gives change of garments unto them which expounded the riddle.

4. He goes up to his father’s house.

B. Samson’s Wife Is Given to Someone Else (Judges 14:20).

1. She is given to Samson’s companion.

2. This companion is the one “whom he had used as his friend.” Compare this to the “friend
of the bridegroom” (John 3:29).

CONCLUSION: The man, who slew a lion with his bare hands and will slay ten thousand with the jawbone of an
ass, cowers at the sight of a woman’s tears. Samson is so convinced of his own greatness, he fails to consider
that his own wife might be working against him for the sake of his enemies. We, too, must be careful not to put our
confidence in the flesh.

Discarded and distorted by the world (scientism) the bee (wise judge/wife of the living word) becomes
incorporated into Aries. Nice :-)

Sun in Aries
The Sun in Aries symbolizes the husband or leader's glory, the face of Christ (Rev 1:16), or the face of Moses (Ex
34:35).

Application

Aries can symbolize leaders in general.  It can symbolize an entrepreneur or chief executive. It can symbolize
authority relationships, including policy and loyalty.  And it can symbolize an author, sponsor, or originator.

Rams Used in Levitical Offerings

Rams were used as Levitical offerings:

 Ordination of Aaron and the Levitical Priests (Ex 29)
 Animal sacrifice (Gen. 15:9; Lev 5:14-19; 6:1-7):  Offered for sins against things holy (Lev 5:14-19, 6:1-
7); Burnt offering (Lev. 9:2); Peace offering (Lev. 9:4).
 Rams skins dyed red, tanned, were used for the roof of the Tabernacle (Ex 36:19).
 Rams of Nebaioth (kingdom of nomads descended from Ishmael (Gentiles)) will be used in the
ceremonial worship of Israel in the Millennium (Isa 60:7).

Sign of Aries

Aries, the Ram, symbolizes the leader of the flock, namely the Lord Jesus Christ at the Second Advent.  The Lord
Jesus Christ is the leader of the flocks of Israel and the Church (Jn 10:16; Eph 2:14-16; Matt 16:18).  He will lead
Israel in the Millennium.

Aries is symbolized by Issachar, the donkey, who leads the other pack animals in a deployment.

Leader of the Church

The Lord Jesus Christ is the leader of the flock of the Church (1 Pet 2:25).

1. He will lead the armies of the Church and Angels at the Second Advent (Matt. 16:27; 26:64; (Mark
8:38; 13:26; Luke 21:27); 2 Thess 1:7; Rev. 1:7; 19:11, 14, 20-21).

2.  As the Chief Shepherd, He will return for the Church at the Rapture (1 Cor 15:23; 1 Thess 4:16; 2 Thess
2:1; 1 Pet 5:4).

3.  He will judge and reward believers at the Review Tribunal of Christ during the Tribulation (Rom
2:16; 14:10-12; 2 Cor 5:10).

Leader of Israel

The Lord Jesus Christ is the leader of the flock of Israel (Psa 23:1).
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1.  He is the Commander-in-Chief of the Army of Israel (Josh 5:14; 1 Sa 4:4).
2.  He is the Shepherd of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Gen 48:15).
3.  He is the Good Shepherd who gives His life for the sheep (Psa 22:1-24; Ezek 34:11–16; Jn 10:11-15; 1

Pet 3:18) and regathers them (Jer 31:10).
4.  He will deliver Israel (as their Commander-in-Chief) at the Second Advent (Isa 2:12; Zech 12:8; 14:3).
5.  He will separate the sheep from the goats (Matt 25:32) and judge believers at the Second Advent (Matt

16:27).
6.  As the Great Shepherd (Heb 13:20), He will rule His flock during the Millennium from the Throne of

David (Psa 22:25-31; Is 40:10-11; 55:3; Jer 32:40; Ezek 34:22-23; 37:26; Mic 5:2, 4; Matt 2:6; Rev 7:17).

Other Leaders of the Flock

Other leaders of the flock symbolized by the ram include:

 Prophets (Jer 17:16)
 Kings (2 Sa 5:2; Jer 51:40 (of Babylon))
 Pastors (Jn 21:16; Acts 20:28; 1 Pet 5:2-3).
 Jewish leaders at Second Advent (Ezek. 34:17)
 Media Persian Empires (Dan. 8:3-7, 20)

Source "The Star Gospel," Larry Wood, January 16, 2008.

Aries | Shofar/yobel | Jubilee link

Aries' symbol, , represents the spiral horns of a Ram. The Hebrew word for a ram's horn was shofar, from
Hebrew shophar, 'ram's horn,' related to Arabic sawafiru, 'ram's horns,' Akkadian shapparu, 'wild goat' [2]. The
shofar was blown on two days of the year; Rosh Hashanah, corresponding to the Christian Feast of Trumpets,
- rosh means 'head', and hashanah, 'year'; and Yom Kippur, corresponding to the Christian Day of Atonement.
The shofar blown at mount Sinai, when the Torah was given, came from the ram which had been sacrificed in
place of Isaac [3].

Less commonly, the shofar was called yobel [4]. In Leviticus xxv, the Jubilee Year was laid down as a year of
celebration proclaimed every fifty years by blowing trumpets throughout Israel. The word jubilee is related
to yobel, a ram's horn trumpet. Hebrew yobhel meant 'leading animal, ram,' and by extension 'ram's horn,' and
since a ram's horn was a trumpet blown to announce the start of a special year in which slaves were freed, land
left untilled, etc, the term yobel came to be used for the year itself. [John Ayto, Dictionary of Word Origins].

Linguists say that the word 'jubilee' (from Hebrew yobel) is not related to 'jubilation' (an expression of joy) from
Latin jubilare; because 'Jubilee' comes from Hebrew and 'jubilation' from Latin. However, Klein says the word
'jubilee' was influenced in form by a confusion of this word with Latin jubilare; "the shared sense of 'celebration'
means that jubilee and jubilation have been confused for sixteen hundred years, ever since the Bible was first
translated into Latin" [5].

The 49th year is termed the Sabbath. The jubilee is the fiftieth year after the cycle begins, but the cycle only has
seven sets of seven years, or 49 years. Thus, the 50th year of the cycle is the same as the first year of the cycle
[6]:

“A jubilee (iubileus) is translated as 'a year of forgiveness.' Both the term and the number are
Hebrew. It is made up of seven sets of seven years, that is, forty-nine years. On the jubilee trumpets
blared, and their old holdings reverted to each person, debts would be forgiven, and liberties
confirmed. We ourselves celebrate this number still in the number of days of Pentecost after the
resurrection of the Lord, with sin forgiven and the written record of our whole debt erased, as we are
freed from every trammel, receiving the grace of the Holy Spirit coming upon us” [The Etymologies
of Isidore of Seville, 7th century AD, p.129.]

Freedom from slavery has further associations with Aries, the Jewish Nisan,our March-April, for Josephus said
that it was when the sun was here in this month that his people were released from the bondage of Egypt
[Allen, Starnames].

The same symbolic meaning is present in Christianity of the Ram or Lamb in reference to the removal or
forgiveness of our sins.

John the Baptist sees Jesus and exclaims, "Behold the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world."
[Bible Verses John 1:29]
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[7] Female reproductive system  

[8] Dodge Ram
logo

In Northern European countries they used a word for ram which is related to our word hurt; Old French hurter,
originally meant 'to butt or toss like a ram', Frankish *hurt, 'ram', Old Norse hrutr, 'ram'; hurtle is another relative.

There are a number of comments on the Net
on the resemblance of the Dodge Ram logo to
the human female reproductive system:

This is not a new idea, 7th century Isidore
commented on the likeness:

"it is called uterus because it is two-fold and
divides on both (uterque) sides, into two parts
that extend apart and bend back in the shape
of a ram's horn" [The Etymologies of Isidore of Seville, 7th century
AD, p.240.]

The "two parts that extend apart and bend back in the shape of
a ram's horn" is what we call the fallopian tubes, salpinges (singular
salpinx). Tuba is a Latin word for trumpet, related to the English
'tube'. In the textbooks the fallopian tubes are called oviducts (the
adjective applying to sheep is ovine). Greek salpinx has three
meanings; a trumpet, a fallopian tube, and also the eustachian tube in the ear. The Greek salpinx, trumpet, might
be the same as the shofar trumpet which has been translated as salpinx into Greek [9]. The salpinges are two
tubes leading from the ovaries of female mammals into the uterus. After the ovum or egg matures in the ovary it
falls into and down the fallopian tube. The trip to the uterus takes hours or days. Conception takes place in the
fallopian tube (with some exceptions).

"Many think that our figure [Aries] was designed to represent the Egyptian King of Gods shown at Thebes
with ram's horns, and variously known as Amon, Ammon, Hammon, Amen, or Amun, and worshiped with great
ceremony at his temple in the oasis Ammonium, now Siwah, 5° west of Cairo on the northern limit of the Libyan
desert [Libya was a term for the African continent]. Kircher gave Aries' title there as Tametouro Amoun,
Regum Ammonis" [Star Names]. Sacred to Ammon is a fat-tailed species of ram--ovis platyura aegyptiaca,
whose horns are large, curved and downturned-- that is found only in the area of the Sceptre Nome, Egypt.

"Pliny [31st book, ch. 7] tells us that the word Ammonia comes from the Greek word ammos (sand),
ammonia being a salt found below the sand in Cyrenaica in Africa. The Greeks and Romans became
acquainted with the worship of Jupiter Ammon through the Cyrenians, and so in heathen mythology the
addition of Ammon was given to Jupiter in allusion to the sandy desert of Sahara, where a temple to Jupiter
was built" [Roots And Ramifications, Arthur John Knapp, 1857, p.133-134]

"they have named Aries (i.e. the Ram) on account of Ammon Jupiter, because those who made the idols
fashioned the horns of a ram on his head” [p.106]. “Ammon, whose name for good reason is rendered 'the
son of my people,' is so derived that partly its sense is of a proper name, and partly it is an expression in
itself, for ammi, after which the Ammonites are named, is the word for 'my people'". [The Etymologies of
Isidore of Seville, 7th century AD, p.163]

Several words derive from the ancient Egyptian name Amun via the Greek form Ammon: ammonite (an extinct
marine mollusk with a flat partitioned spiral shell, from Latin cornu Ammonis, literally ‘horn of
Ammon'), ammonia (‘salt of Ammon’, from Greek Ammon, an Egyptian god near whose temple ammonia and
ammoniac were said to be obtained), ammonium chloride (chemical used in batteries), amino (intermediates in
metabolism), amine, -amine (ammonia derivatives). Argali is a large wild sheep found in the dry mountainous
areas of central and northern Asia. Latin name: Ovis ammon. Also related the word amen, 'so be it' at the end of
a prayer.

There is a part of our brain called the horn of Ammon, a group of nerve cells within the hippocampus, which are
clustered together in the shape of a horn, and make up the 'horn of Ammon'. "The hippocampus consists of two
'horns' that curve back from the area of the hypothalamus to the amygdala. It appears to be very important in
converting things that are 'in your mind' at the moment (in short-term memory) into things that you will remember
for the long run (long-term memory)" [10]. Whatever its exact function one thing we do know is that Aries people
have short term memory and soon forgive and forget; perhaps in character with the spirit of the Jubilee when sins
are forgiven and debts erased etc. The acronym RAM, r(andom-)a(ccess) m(emory), in computer science is a
memory device in which information can be accessed in any order.

Rams or lambs were sacrificed to redeem the firstborn of animals and humans, to make atonement for sin, as God
told Moses to do in Exodus 12:29. The jubilee was proclaimed by the sound of a ram's horn on the Day of
Atonement. Amenhotep IV introduced the worship of Aten - Aton, the sun's disc itself, identifying it as Amun-Ra
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[11]. Atone comes from the words at + one, the word resembles Aton?

Another derivation:

"The Libyan Jupiter [Ammon]; so called from the Greek ammos (sand), because his temple was in the
desert. Herodotus calls it an Egyptian word (ii. 42)." (Brewers Dictionary)

Greek ammos (sand) is believed to be related to Ammon, and the Latin word for sand, arena, resembles the
word Aries. Latin harena, arena, was the place of combat (literally 'place strewn with sand'). The arena was the
area in the center of an ancient Roman amphitheater where contests and other spectacles were held. They were
one-to-one combats like two rams with locked horns. Farmers have trouble with rams locking horns and
sometimes have to intervene "if they are locked for a day or so" [12]. Nowadays an arena denotes a scene of
contest—physical, mental, or figurative. Arenaria are the genus of flowering plants called sandworts.

"Ram is a general West Germanic word for 'male sheep,' now shared only by Dutch (although German has
the derivative ramme, 'rammer'). It may be related to Old Norse ramr, 'strong.' the allusion being to the
ram's strength in butting. This is reflected in the word's metaphorical applications', it was being used in
English for a 'battering-ram,' and by the 14th century the verb ram had emerged. Another relative is the
verb ramble, which etymologically denotes 'wander around like a randy ram, looking for ewes to copulate
with.' It was borrowed from Middle Dutch rammelen, a derivative of rammen, 'copulate with,' which is
connected with ram" [John Ayto, Dictionary of Word Origins].

The word ramble is probably a variant of Middle English romblen, frequentative of Middle English romen, 'to roam'
[Klein].

In classical times battering rams were used to break through doors and walls. The zodiacal sign Aries rules the
head in general. When a baby is about to be born, the head acts as a battering ram until the cervix is wide enough
to let the head through. "To act as a dilating wedge against the cervix, the infant's head must push against it with a
rhythmic force. A battering ram is a crude yet accurate metaphor" [13].

"... he [Aries the Ram] will yield his produce for the common benefit, the fleece which by a thousand crafts
gives birth to different forms of gain, now workers pile into heaps the undressed wool, now card it, now
draw it into a tenuous thread, now weave the threads to form webs, and now they buy and sell for gain
garments of every kind... So important is this work that Pallas herself has claimed it for her own hands, of
which she has judged it worthy, and deems her victory over Arachne a token of her greatness"
[Astronomica, Manilius, 1st century AD, book 4, p.233]. See under 'Astrological influences' below for the full
excerpts.

Manilius is describing the process of deriving thread from wool, "and now weave the threads to form webs", and
associates it with the weaving competition of Pallas (Greek Athena) and Arachne, who hanged herself. Athena
took pity on Arachne. Sprinkling her with the juices of aconite (a-, not, + konis, 'dust', 'without dust', understood to
mean the dust of the arena, hence 'without struggle, unconquerable' [Klein]), Athena loosened the rope, which
became a cobweb, while Arachne herself was changed into a spider; "and her descendants to forever hang from
threads and to be great weavers" (Ovid). [Arachne gives her name to the arachnids; spiders, scorpions, mites, and
ticks. Spiders are of the order Araneae, aranea, this word resembles the word Aries; and arena, the Latin word for
sand?]. The word 'spider' is cognate with the Latin or Roman word for balance or scales, pendere.
The Aries/Libra axis represents the two equinoxes, Aries is the vernal equinox, and Libra the autumnal equinox.
The competition between Arachne and Pallas/Athena might be represented in the two equinoxes.

“The battering ram (aries) gets its name from its appearance, because like a fighting ram (aries) it batters a
wall with its impetus. A head of iron is fashioned on a strong and knotty tree-trunk, and, suspended by
ropes, the ram is driven against a wall by many hands, and then drawn back it is aimed again with a greater
force. Finally, beaten with frequent blows, the side of the wall gives way, and the battering ram breaks
through where it has caved in, and makes a breach. Against the thrust of a battering ram the remedy is a
sack filled with straw and set in the place where the battering ram strikes, for the impact of the thrust of the
battering ram is softened in the yielding hollow of the sack. Thus harder things give way rather easily to
softer.” [The Etymologies of Isidore of Seville, p.364.]

The ancients (Isidore and Varro) saw a link between the word Aries the word ara (another constellation Ara),
meaning altar, Isidore says:

“The ram (aries) is either named after the word Ares, that is, after 'Mars' - whence we call the males in a
flock 'males' (mas, genitive maris) - or because this animal was the first to be sacrificed on altars (ara,
genitive aris) by pagans. So, the 'ram' because it was placed on the altar; whence also this
(Sedulius, Paschal Poem 1.115:  The ram is offered at the altar.” [Isidore, The Etymologies, 7th century AD,
p.247.]
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The Roman god of war, Mars, was identified with the Greek god Ares. His name is the basis of the
words;martial (as in martial arts or martial law), March (the third month of the year), the
names Marcus, Mark, Martin. Roman Mars/Greek Aries represents the masculine archetype; Isidore sees a
relationship between the words Mars and male, from Latin masculus, diminutive of mas, male. Isidore thinks the
word marriage is also a relative:

“But 'husband' (maritus) without an additional term means a man who is married. 'Husband' comes from
'masculine' (mas, adjective) as if the word were mas (i.e. 'male,' noun), for the noun is the primary form,
and it has masculus as a diminutive form; maritus is derived from this” [Isidore, The Etymologies, 7th
century AD, p.210.]

Also a connection between musculus (from Indo-European *mus- 'A mouse; also a muscle') and masculus:

“The mussel (musculus) is a shellfish from whose milt oysters conceive, and they are called musculus as
if the word were masculus (i.e. 'male')” [Isidore, The Etymologies, 7th century AD, p.262.]

On the word frankincense Isidore says:

“Also we call it masculum because it is spherical in its nature like testicles (compare masculus, 'male')"
[Isidore, The Etymologies, 7th century AD, p.348.]

The Babylonians called this constellation 'The Hired Laborer':

"indicating that the month of Aries was a time of special activity when extra help is needed. From about
1730 BCE until AD 217 Aries was the Princeps Signorum Coelestium - the background constellation of the
first day of spring, 'the Indicator of the Reborn Sun'. After AD 217, due to the precession of the Equinoxes,
Aries relinquished this honor to Pisces, the Fishes" [The New Patterns in the Sky, Julius D.W. Staal 1988.]

from Star Names: Their Lore and Meaning, 1889, Richard H. Allen

. . . the fleecy star that bears

Andromeda far off Atlantic seas

Beyond th' Horizon.

  - Milton's Paradise Lost.

Aries the Ram, is Ariete in Italy, Belier in France, and Widder in Germany — Bayer's Wider; in the Anglo-Saxon
tongue it is Ramm, and in the Anglo-Norman of the 12th century, Multuns. The constellation is marked by the
noticeable triangle to the west of the Pleiades, 6° north of the ecliptic, 20° north of the celestial equator, and 20°
due south from gamma Andromedae (Mirach).

It always was Aries with the Romans; but Ovid called it Phrixea Ovis; and Columella, Pecus AthamantidosH
elles, Phrixus, and Portitor Phrixi; others, Phrixeum Pecus and Phrixi Vector, Phrixus being the hero-son of
Athamas, who fled on the back of this Ram with his sister Helle to Colchis to escape the wrath of his stepmother
Ino. It will be remembered that on the way Helle fell off into the sea, which thereafter became the Hellespont, as
Manilius wrote:

First Golden Aries shines (who whilst he swam

Lost part of 's Freight, and gave the Sea a Name);

           and Longfellow, in his translation from Ovid's Tristia:

The Ram that bore unsafely the burden of Helle.

{Page 76} On reaching his journey's end, Phrixus sacrificed the creature and hung its fleece in the Grove of Ares,
where it was turned to gold and became the object of the Argonauts' quest. From this came others of Aries'
titles: Ovis aurea and auratus, Chrysomallus, and the Low Latin Chrysovellus.

The Athamas used by Golumella was a classical reproduction of the "Euphratean Tammuz Dum-uzi (Semetic
Tammuz who is Sumerian Dumuzid, prototype of the Classical Adonis), the Only Son of Life, whom Aries at one
time represented in the heavens, as did Orion at a previous date, perhaps when it marked the vernal equinox
4500 B.C.
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Cicero and Ovid styled the constellation Cornus; elsewhere it was Corniger ("Horn-bearer) and Laniger ("Wool-
bearer"); Vervex, the Wether; Dux opulenti gregis; Caput arietinum; and, in allusion to its
position, Aequinoctialis. Venms Portitor, the Spring-bringer, is cited by Caesius (Dutch astronomical writer), who
also mentioned Arcanus, that may refer to the secret rites in the worship of the divinities whom Aries represented.

From about the year 1730 before our era he was the Princeps signorum coelestium, Princeps zodiaci, and
the Ductor exercitus zodiaci, continuing so through Hipparchos' time; Manilius writing of this:

The Ram having passed the Sea serenely shines,

And leads the Year, the Prince of all the Signs.

But about A.D. 420 his office was transferred to Pisces.

Brown writes as to the origin of the title Aries, without any supposition of resemblance of the group to the animal:

The stars were regarded by a pastoral population as flocks; each asterism had its special leader,
and the star, and subsequently the constellation, that led the heavens through the year was the
Ram.

Elsewhere he tells us that when Aries became chief of the zodiac signs it took the Akkadian titles Ku, I-ku, andI-
ku-u, from its lucida Hamal, all equivalents of the Assyrian Rubu, Prince, and very appropriate to the leading
stellar group of that date, although not one of the first formations.

He also finds, from an inscription on the Tablet of the Thirty Stars, that the Euphratean astronomers had a
constellation Gam, the Scimetar, stretching from Okda (another name for Alrisha) of the Fishes (Pisces)
to Hamal of Aries, the curved blade being formed by the latter's three brightest components. This was the weapon
protecting the kingdom against the Seven Evil Spirits, or Tempest Powers.

Jensen thinks that Aries may have been first adopted into the zodiac by the Babylonians when its stars began to
mark the vernal equinox; and that the insertion of it between Taurus and Pegasus compelled the cutting off a
{Page 77} part of each of those figures, — a novel suggestion that would save much theorizing as to their
sectional character.

The Jewish Nisan, our March-April, was associated with Aries, for Josephus said that it was when the sun was
here in this month that his people were released from the bondage of Egypt; and so was the same month Nisanu
of Assyria, where Aries represented the Altar and the Sacrifice, a ram usually being the victim. Hence the
prominence given to this sign in antiquity even before its stars became the leaders of the rest; although Berossos
and Macrobius attributed this to the ancient belief that the earth was created when the sun was within its
boundaries; and Albumasar, of the 9th century [This author, known also as 'Abu Ma'shar and Ja'phar, was from
Balh' in Turkestan, celebrated as an astrologer and quoted by Al Biruni, but with the caution that he was a very
incorrect astronomer. The Lenox Library of New York has a copy of his Opus introductorii 
inastronomia Albumazaris abalachi, Idus Februarii, 1489, published at Venice with illustrations. Its similarity to
the Hyginus of the preceding year would indicate that they issued from the same press.], in
his devolution ofYears wrote of the Creation as having taken place when "the seven planets" — the Sun, Moon,
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn — were in conjunction here, and foretold the destruction of the world
when they should be in the same position in the last degree of Pisces.

Dante, who called the constellation Montone, followed with a similar thought in the Inferno:

The sun was mounting with those stars

That with him were, what time the Love Divine

At first in motion set those beauteous things.

To come, however, to a more precise date, Pliny said that Cleostratos of Tenedos first formed Aries, and, at the
same time, Sagittarius; but their origin probably was many centuries, even millenniums, antecedent to this, and
the statement is only correct in so far as that he may have been the first to write of them.

Many think that our figure was designed to represent the Egyptian King of Gods shown at Thebes with ram's
horns, or veiled and crowned with feathers, and variously known as Amon, Ammon, Hammon, Amen, orAmun,
and worshiped with great ceremony at his temple in the oasis Ammonium, now Siwah, 5° west of Cairo on the
northern limit of the Libyan desert. Kircher gave Aries' title there as Tametouro Amoun, RegumAmmonis. But
there is doubt whether the Egyptian stellar Ram coincided with ours, although Miss Clerke says that the latter's
stars were called the Fleece.
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{Page 78} As the god Amen was identified with Zeus, and Jupiter of the Greeks and Romans, so also was Aries,
although this popularly was attributed to the story that the classical divinity assumed the Ram's form when all the
inhabitants of Olympus fled into Egypt from the giants led by Typhon. From this came the constellation's
titles Jupiter Ammon; Jovis Sidus (Jovis is Jupiter and sidus means constellation); MinervaeSidus, the goddess
being Jove's daughter (or the Greek Athena - Athena's constellation); the Jupiter Libycus of
Propertius, Dens Libycus of Dionysius, and Ammon Libycus of Nonnus.

The Hebrews knew it as Teli, and inscribed it on the banners of Gad or Naphtali; the Syrians, as Amru or Emru;
the Persians, as Bara, Bere, or Berre; the Turks, as Kuzi; and in the Parsi Bundehesh it was Varak: all these
being synonymous with Aries. The unexplained Arabib, or Aribib, also is seen for it. The early Hindus called
it Aja and Mesha, the Tamil Mesham; but the later followed the Greeks in Kriya.

An Arabian commentator on Ulug Beg called the constellation Al Kabsh al ‘Alif, the Tame Ram; but that people
generally knew it as Al Hamal, the Sheep, — Hammel with Riccioli, Alchamalo with Schickard, and Alhamelwith
Chilmead (Hamal is also the alpha star of the constellation).

As one of the zodiacal twelve of China it was the Dog, early known as Heang Low, or Kiang Leu; and later, under
Jesuit influence, as Pih Yang, the White Sheep; while with Taurus and Gemini it constituted the WhiteTiger, the
western one of the four great zodiac groups of China; also known as the Lake of Fullness,
the FiveReservoirs of Heaven, and the House of the Five Emperors.

Chaucer and other English writers of the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries Anglicized the title as Ariete, which also
appeared in the Low Latin of the 17th century. It was about this time, when it was sought to reconstruct the
constellations on Bible lines, that Aries was said to represent Abraham’s Ram caught in the thicket; as
also Saint Peter, the bishop of the early church, with Triangulum as his Mitre. Caesius considered it
the Lambsacrificed on Calvary for all sinful humanity.

Aries generally has been figured as reclining with reverted head admiring his own golden fleece, or looking with
astonishment at the Bull (Taurus) rising backward; but in the Albumasar of 1489 he is standing erect, and some
early artists showed him running towards the west, with what is probably designed for the zodiac-belt around his
body. A coin of Domitian bears a representation of him as the Princeps juventutis, and he appeared on those of
Antiochus of Syria with head towards the Moon and Mars — an appropriate figuring; for, astrologically, Aries was
the lunar house of that planet. In common with all the other signs, he is shown on the zodiacal rupees generally
attributed to the great Mogul prince Jehangir Shah, but {Page 78} really struck by Nur Mahal Mumtaza, his favorite
wife, between 1616 and 1624, each figure being surrounded by sun-rays with an inscription on the reverse.

Its equinoctial position gave force to Aratos' description of its "rapid transits," but he is strangely inexact in his

faint and starless to behold

As stars by moonlight  —

a blunder for which Hipparchos seems to have taken him to task. Aratos however, was a more successful versifier
than astronomer. Among astrologers Aries was a dreaded sign indicating passionate temper and bodily hurt, and
thus it fitly formed the House of Mars, although some attributed guardianship over it to Pallas Minerva, daughter
of Jove whom Aries represented. It was supposed to hold sway over the head and face; in fact the Egyptians
called it Arnum, the Lord of the Head; while, geographically, it ruled Denmark, England, France, Germany, Lesser
Poland and Switzerland, Syria, Capua, Naples and Verona, with white and red as its colors. In the time of Manilius
it was naturally thought of as ruling the Hellespont and Propontis, Egypt and the Nile, Persia and Syria; and, with
Leo and Sagittarius, was the Fiery Trigon.

Ampelius said that it was in charge of the Roman Africus, the Southwest Wind, the Italians' Affrico, or Gherbino;
but the Archer (Sagittarius) and Scorpion (Scorpius) also shared this duty, Pliny wrote that the appearance of a
comet within its borders portended great wars and wide-spread mortality, abasement of the great and elevation of
the small, with fearful drought in the regions over which the sign predominated; while 17th-century almanacs
attributed many troubles to men, and declared that "many shall die of the rope "when the sun was in the sign; but
they ascribed to its influence "an abundance of herbs."

Its symbol, , probably represents the head and horns of the animal.

The eastern portion is inconspicuous, and astronomers have mapped others of its stars somewhat irregularly,
carrying a horn into Pisces and a leg into Cetus.

The sun now passes through it from the 16th of April to the 13th of May.

A nova is reported to have appeared here in May, 1012, described by Epidamnus, the monk of Saint Gall,
as oculos verberans.
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[Star Names: Their Lore and Meaning, Richard H. Allen, 1889.]

Addition: Aries by Bullinger

The Sign Aries (The Ram or Lamb) 
The blessings of the redeemed consummated and enjoyed

24. Aries (the Ram)

This Second Book began with the Goat dying in sacrifice, and it ends with the Lamb living again, "as it had been
slain." The goat had the tail of a fish, indicating that his death was for a multitude of the redeemed. In the two
middle Signs we have had these fishes presented to us in grace, and in their conflict. We come now to the last
chapter of the book: and, as we have seen, like each of the other books, it ends up with victory and triumph. Here
we are first shown the foundation on which that victory rests, namely, Atonement. Hence we are taken back and
reminded of the "blood of the Lamb."

This is pictured by a ram, or lamb, full of vigour and life; not falling in death as CAPRICORNUS is.

In the Denderah Zodiac its name is Tametouris Ammon, which means the reign, dominion, or government of
Ammon. The lamb's head is without horns, and is crowned with a circle.

The Hebrew name is Taleh, the lamb. The Arabic name is Al Hamal, the sheep, gentle, merciful. This name has
been mistakenly given by some to the principal star, a. The Syriac name is Amroo, as in the Syriac New
Testament in John 1:29 "Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world." The ancient Akkadian
name was Bara-ziggar. Bar means altar, or sacrifice; and ziggar means right making; so that the full name would
be the sacrifice of righteousness.

 There are 66 stars in this sign, one being of the 2nd magnitude, two of the 4th, etc.

Sun at El Nath at the cruxifiction

Its chief star, a (in the forehead), is named El Nath, or El Natik, which means wounded, slain. This is where the
sun was at the cuxifiction. The next, b(in the left horn), is called Al Sheratan, the bruised, the wounded. The next g
(near to b ), is called Mesarim (Hebrew), the bound. 

How is it there is no conflicting voice? How is it that all the stars unite in one harmonious voice in testifying of the
Lamb of God, slain, and bruised, but yet living for evermore, singing together, "Worthy is the Lamb that was slain
to receive power and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honour, and glory, and blessing" (Rev 5:12)?

This rejoicing connected with the Lamb shines faintly through the heathen perversions and myths: for
HERODOTUS tells us how the ancient Egyptians, once a year, when it opened by the entrance of the sun into
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ARIES (TAURUS then marked the Spring Equinox), slew a Ram, at the festival of Jupiter Ammon; branches were
placed over the doors, the Ram was garlanded with wreaths of flowers and carried in procession. Now the sun
entered ARIES on the 14th of the Jewish month Nisan, and another lamb was then ordered to be slain, even "the
LORD's passover"--the type of that Lamb that should in the fulness of time be offered without blemish and without
spot. Owing to the precession of the equinoxes, the sun, at the time of the Exodus, had receded into this sign of
ARIES, which then marked the Spring Equinox. But by the time that the antitype--the Lamb of God, was slain, the
sun had still further receded, and on the 14th of Nisan, in the year of the Crucifixion, stood at the very spot marked
by the stars a, El Nath, the pierced, the wounded or slain, and b, Al Sheratan, the bruised or wounded! God so
ordained "the times and seasons" that during that noon-day darkness the sun was seen near those stars which
had spoken for so many centuries of this bruising of the woman's Seed--the Lamb of God.

Was this design? or was it chance? It is far easier to believe the former. It makes a smaller demand upon our faith;
yes, we are compelled to believe that He who created the sun and the stars "for signs and for cycles," ordained
also the times and the seasons, and it is He who tells us that "WHEN THE FULNESS OF TIME WAS COME, God
sent forth His Son" (Gal 4:4), and that "in due time Christ died for the ungodly" (Rom 5:6).

From our prior shared notes on the movie 2:22:

The trailer starts with the celestial depiction of the Ram/Lamb/Aries and reference is made to April 3rd (crucifixion 
date) as well. The WW (Seal of Saturn and William Wales) is displayed in the logo, as is a rapture type scene 'on 
stage' like the Google Doodle of Sally Ride at 54 secs in. Trees are 'in bloom'. An explicit reference is made to 
salvation by the lead actor (Dutch guy named Michael Huisman 'home man' and Michael as in the Lord of hosts, 
co star name is Palmer) a 'BOOM' (resonating with 'drop the mike-boom') expected on 2:22 and prophetic patterns 
in the stars, deciphered by the male lead.

Numerical breakdown by our sister Rita:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMV1nA502n8

The movie depicts many rapture related scenes, also reminiscent of I Pet Goat.

Some stills from the movie:

Ballet dancing under the dome (dancing with the stars) under a beam and attached to bands

Death/plot reversal in Aries and the time of a supernova (star shining brightest before it dies)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMV1nA502n8


The names of the characters are prophetic, both on and off screen.
Ex: Jake/Jacob Redmond/Bloodred moon

One of the bands snapping in a crucial scene (like the band of the vertical pisces at the rapture)

April 15th: it is mentioned "you have three days left, make the most of them"



Partly painted in reverse (more details on that below)

Secrets of Grand Central Terminal (not Station)

http://gothamist.com/2014/10/14/ceiling_secrets.php

Secrets:
- dark patch above Michael Jordan steakhouse (Note names Michael & Jordan)
- painted backwards (like time reversed, claimed to be a 'mistake')
- missile pierced the ceiling (to erect it) leaving a small hole above pisces

http://gothamist.com/2014/10/14/ceiling_secrets.php


THE BACKWARDS HEAVENS

The ceiling's least kept secret? The mural itself was painted on backwards, which was first noticed shortly after
the Terminal opened in 1913 by an astute commuter from New Rochelle. The NY Times reported, "Officials didn't
deny the charge that things were a bit mixed, but held that it was a pretty good ceiling for all that. Paul Helleu of
Paris and Charles Basing of Brooklyn were the artists. Mr. Basing showed little interest in the technical defects
and added that he thought the work had been done very well."

More Grand Central Terminal Secrets

Another hidden-in-plain-sight object is something worth anywhere from $10 to $20 million dollars: It's the clock
atop the famous information booth in the center of the Main Concourse. The clock’s faces are made from opal.

There's also a secret communications system in the Terminal in front of the Oyster Bar on the lower level ramp.
The Guastavino tile archway (pictured, right) is actually a whispering gallery: Just stand in one corner and talk,
while the person in the opposite corner can hear you perfectly.

Hidden tracks

Secret subbasement (Wiki) and two spies (like Joshua's two spies)

Grand Central Terminal's 49-acre (20 ha) basements are among the largest in the city.[13] This includes M42, a
"secret" sub-basement under the terminal that contains the AC-to-DC converters used to supply DC traction
current to the tracks. The exact location of M42 is a closely guarded secret and does not appear on maps, though
it has been shown on the History Channel program Cities of the Underworld and a National Geographic special.
Two of the original rotary converters were not removed in the late 20th century when solid-state ones took over
their job, and they remain as a historical record. During World War II, this facility was closely guarded because its
sabotage would have impaired troop movement on the Eastern Seaboard.[13][14][15] It is said that any
unauthorized person entering the facility during the war risked being shot on sight; the rotary converters could
have easily been crippled by a bucket of sand.[16] Abwehr (a German espionage service) sent two spies to
sabotage it; they were arrested by the FBI before they could strike.[13]

On the backwards display (Wiki)

One possible explanation is that the overall ceiling design might have been based on the medieval custom of
depicting the sky as it would appear to God looking in at the celestial sphere from outside, but that would have
reversed Orion as well. A more likely explanation is partially mistaken transcription of the sketch supplied by
Columbia Astronomy professor Harold Jacoby. Though the astronomical inconsistencies were noticed promptly by

http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9505EFD8133BE633A25750C2A9659C946296D6CF
http://gothamist.com/2008/03/07/some_grand_cent.php
http://www.columbia.edu/~brennan/abandoned/86st.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Central_Terminal#cite_note-untapped_20130313-14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AC_to_DC_converter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Railway_electrification_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_(U.S._TV_channel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cities_of_the_Underworld
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Geographic_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotary_converter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Central_Terminal#cite_note-untapped_20130313-14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Central_Terminal#cite_note-15
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Central_Terminal#cite_note-16
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Central_Terminal#cite_note-dm-2011-03-04-17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abwehr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Central_Terminal#cite_note-untapped_20130313-14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celestial_sphere


a commuter in 1913, they have not been corrected in any of the subsequent renovations of the ceiling.[32]

Wiki clock is set at 2:23. Relevant if you've watched the movie 2:22 which prophetically points to April 18th as the
day of death/birth/rebirth

Another secret: a second triangle was added during the 1945 ceiling's renovation
https://bookwormhistory.com/2016/05/25/the-secret-history-of-grand-central-terminals-celestial-ceiling/

Thoughts on Musca Borealis, or the bee/fly (notes sent earlier today) depicted in the Terminal
https://bookwormhistory.com/2016/06/01/grand-centrals-fly-on-the-wall-or-technically-the-ceiling/

Excerpt:

"....how did it end up on the ceiling at Grand Central?

To try and answer that we have to piece together the design of Grand Central’s mural.  To construct the mural an

astronomer at Columbia University, Dr. Harold Jacoby, was consulted.  French artist and engraver Paul Helleu

worked on the design with muralist J. Monroe Hewlett, the actual painting being done by Charles Basing, both of

the Brooklyn-based Hewlett-Basing Studio.[4]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Central_Terminal#cite_note-33
https://bookwormhistory.com/2016/05/25/the-secret-history-of-grand-central-terminals-celestial-ceiling/
https://bookwormhistory.com/2016/06/01/grand-centrals-fly-on-the-wall-or-technically-the-ceiling/


All of the individual constellations (with the exception of the “Fly”) were taken, almost line for line, from the 1603

celestial atlas Uranometria (literally “Measuring the Sky”) by German astronomer Johann Bayer.  Also referred to

as the “Bayer Atlas”, the Uranometria is significant for two reasons; first: it introduced the labeling of stars with

Greek letters, a practice still in place today, and second: it was the first celestial atlas to use such detailed and

artistic designs for the constellations.

Many blessings,

Sabine
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